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A World of Open Data

Now over 200 governmental Open Data sites
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Why is the UK Government doing 
this?



UK Policy Drivers

New economic and social value 

June 07 Mar 11
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Evidence for EU PSI review

 EU27 direct gains from completely open access 
to PSI could be ~ €40 Bn

 Aggregate economic impacts could be even 
larger: ~€140 Bn

 Direct market associated with PSI use less 
important than spillovers and new uses.

 Future innovations due to easier access add 
further economic and social benefits

 Costs and revenue foregone? ~ € 1 bn 
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Source: Graham Vickery, Information Economics at EU Digital Agenda Assembly



Emerging Business Models 
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Cleansing and organising data

19

Business Intelligence from item-level 
purchasing data



Information services to the public
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Weather, transport and 
public facilities among 
most downloaded 
Smartphone Apps



Data Mining
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Prescription data
Patient outcome 

data
Longitudinal health 

records
Pupil-level 

education records



Operational efficiency/optimisation
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Real time info on road delays and roadworks allows 
logistics efficiency



Financial Products

Weather Risk 
Management 
(US: $4bn annual 
contracts value)

Flood insurance 
on detailed 
topography and 
river records
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Customer attraction and retention

24Local house prices attract potential customers

estate 
agents/ 
realtors

Financial 
services

builders and 
other local 
services



Data Broking
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Customer-focused reliable high-volume 
serving of data and APIs 



More Innovation
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Social value and cohesion
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UK Policy drivers

New economic and social value 

Jul 11

Improve public services
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Improving Public Services
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Improving Public Services
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Improving Public Services
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Jun 09

UK Policy drivers

New economic and social value 

May 10

Improve public services

Transparent & Accountable Government
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Transparent and Accountable Government
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Transparent and Accountable Government
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Transparent and Accountable Government
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The emergence of data journalism
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How data.gov.uk was developed



data.gov.uk organising principles

 Small central team (4 people)
 Short stages, each with clear goals
 Respond quickly to feedback from users
 Draw in resources from Government’s experts
 Each dataset always controlled by its owner
 data.gov.uk holds metadata not data!
 It is not an IT project! Keep the IT simple
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data.gov.uk: the timeline

1st Build

Project 
Announced
10 June 2009
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data.gov.uk: the timeline

1st Build

Developer 
Invite
30 Sep 2009

Dev Preview
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data.gov.uk: the timeline

1st Build Dev Preview Beta

Public 
Launch
21 Jan 2010
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data.gov.uk: the timeline

1st Build

37 GB of map 
data made free
1 Apr 2010

Dev Preview Beta Map Data
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data.gov.uk: the timeline

Transparency
Commitments
29 May 2010

Policy 1st Build Dev Preview Beta Map Data Transparency
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data.gov.uk: the timeline
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Policy 1st Build Dev Preview Beta Map Data Transparency

Implementation
19 Nov 2010



The first two years of data.gov.uk
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 Over 7500 datasets
 37 GB of geo data
 Public Data Principles
 Open Government 

Licence
 Transparency of 

salaries, spending, 
contracts and tenders



Lessons learned



Important to have top-level political support

“Public information does 
not belong to 
Government, it belongs 
to the public on whose 
behalf government is 
conducted.”

“Greater transparency 
across Government will 
enable the public to hold 
politicians and public 
bodies to account”
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Important to have strong “demand-side”
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Also important  to have passionate team!
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Refine policy principles based on experience
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http://data.gov.uk/blog/new-public-sector-transparency-board-and-public-data-
transparency-principles



Clear, common, licensing approach
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Incremental delivery



It’s not just about new data

Scope for “Open Data” also includes data 
previously “published” but …
in non-reusable format
with restricted licence
only aimed at specialist groups
only for payment
only in response to requests
difficult to find
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data.gov.uk contains a lot of data which 
nobody knew was already published



Handling the concerns of data owners

“People hug their database, they don't want to 
let it go.  You have no idea the number of 
excuses people come up with to hang onto 
their data and not give it to you, even though 
you've paid for it as a taxpayer.” 
– Tim Berners-Lee
http://www.ted.com/talks/tim_berners_lee_on_the_next_web.html 
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A sample of “data hugging” excuses
 It’s held separately by n different organisations, and we can’t join it up
 It will make people angry and scared without helping them
 It is technically impossible
 We do not own the data
 The data is just too large to be published and used
 Our website cannot hold files this large
 We know the data is wrong
 We know the data is wrong, and people will tell us where it is wrong
 We know the data is wrong, and we will waste valuable resources 

inputting the corrections people send us
 People will draw superficial conclusions from the data without 

understanding the wider picture
 People will construct league tables from it
 It will generate more Freedom of Information requests
 It will cost too much to put it into a standard format
 Our IT suppliers will charge us a fortune to do an ad hoc extract
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information
 It will cost too much to put it into a standard format
 Our IT suppliers will charge us a fortune to do an ad hoc extract

Data owners need to be helped through 
 Releasing data is a new idea
 Look for ways to manage perceived risks
 Look for examples and precedents
 For first phase, be prepared to compromise on 

data content – but not on licence terms
 “Hackdays” can show potential benefits
 Ensure data owners get credit for what they do 

release 
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Manage expectations, prepare for mistakes
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“We’re making a small start next 
week. But eventually, it’s going to 
make a big difference.”
“The information we’re publishing 
next week won’t be perfect, it won’t 
always be in the most convenient 
format, and I’m sure there’ll be some 
mistakes. But I want to get on with 
it.”.
UK Prime Minister 29 May 2010



Don’t be afraid of mistakes - learn from them
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Photos: @memespring,
 @MadLabUK, @paul_clarke

Continuously engage with developers
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.. and highlight applications, not data
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It’s not (just) an IT project! 

CIOs can give leadership, but
 CIOs/IT Directors often do not “own” the data
 Key issues are business, policy and politics: 

don’t let policy makers brand it as “just IT”
 Keep the IT simple
‒ use Open Source (CKAN, Drupal, etc)
‒ use existing contracts/infrastructure with niche firms
‒ host data on existing websites or on public Cloud

 Use revealed legacy data quality issues as 
spur for improvement 
‒ not as an excuse for doing nothing 
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… and the biggest lesson of all

62

Overcome obstacles 
practically 
by doing, 

not debating
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Wider Implications
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Next steps for UK

Policy/organisation

 Right to Data - “FOI 2.0”? 
 Codify policy – Open Data White Paper
 Public Data Group for paid-for data

Delivery

 Improve data quality
 Industrialise release processes
 Data standards and support (“linked data”)
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Government is a data user too
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The importance of location 
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Government: key provider of reference data
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Data Publishing – Star Quality

 Put your data on the Web (any 
format)

 Make it available as structured data 
(e.g. Excel, CSV, instead of PDF)

 Use open, standard formats (e.g. 
XML, RDF)

 Use URLs to identify things (so 
people and machines can point at 
your data)

 Link your data to other people’s data
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Benefits of linked data within Government also



Open Data Institute: its mission

 Develop capability of UK 
businesses to exploit value of 
Open Data

 Engage developers/small 
businesses to build Open Data 
supply chains and commercial 
outlets

 Help public sector use its own 
data more effectively

 Ensure academic research in 
Open Data technologies
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Data Quality

70

 Release of data will 
reveal issues of data 
quality

 Celebrate greater 
checking of data!

 Remind business of 
Garbage In, Garbage 
Out

 Ensure legal waiver
 Use as stimulus to 

 Measure
 Prioritise 
 Improve 



Using crowd-sourcing to improve data
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Citizen sourced data
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“#uksnow
TN13 2RY
4/10”



Other routes to public services
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“Open” approach to personal data?
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Discussion
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End
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